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Country Song Artist Comment My placing I guess the result Final Result

Czech Republic We are domi Lights off Congratulations to the Czech that 
managed to pass to the finals, 
unfortunately I think it’s over here. 
Again this kind of music do not work 
on tv even if RAI in Semi 2 made a 
better job with the sound). I like it, but 
there are better songs.

10 16-20

Romania WRS Llámame I repeat, I know this is bad - but it is my 
guilty pleasure this year. I can’t stop 
watching cause it is… Beyond anything 
seen before. High in my ranking but 
only Spain and Moldova will give high 
points.

5 21-25

Portugal Maro Saudade, Saudade From semi one, one of the songs that 
suddenly  knocked me over. Even I was 
surprised how much I liked it live. 
Calm, no huge show, just nice. I like 
this a lot.

4 6-10

Finland The Rasmus Jezebel Most likely Swedens 12 point after 
Ukraine. I don’t hate it, I don’t love it, in 
the middle of the scoreboard both my 
private one and the real one.

13 16-20

Switzerland Marius Bear Boys do cry I still like it, not winner like it but just 
like it. His voice is perfect for the song 
even if the message is a bit to woke for 
my personal taste.

14 21-25

France Alvan & Ahez Fulenn First big 5 out is France, and ”Fulenn” 
is growing on me since the French 
selection. Also a uptempo song well 
needed in the contest this year. Think 
they would have done better in the 
second half of the show though. The 
singer is most likely one of the better 
looking male singers this year - will 
give a point or two extra.

12 11-15
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Norway Subwoolfer Give that wolf a 
banana

I donat have this as a winner, but if 
they will win I can survive it. It’s fun but 
not so much more. Most likely more 
points from tele votes than jury. And I 
wish they showed the dance more than 
they do.

11 11-15

Armenia Rosa Linn Snap Sound a lot like ”Smith & Thell” and it 
is a plus in my book, but the song 
dropped a few places in my ranking 
cause of the very messy show she put 
up. But I still like the recorded version a 
lot.

7 16-20

Italy Mahmood & Blanco Brividi O la la, I love, and I mean LOVE the 
song until they start to howl the title 
”Brividi”, it’s torture. But beside that 
everything else is on spot and 
Mohmood is amazing, not so involve 
with the brat though.

6 1-5

Spain Chanel SloMo Arriba!!! Here we go, a normal year this 
would be a top 3 and who can 
compete with a war in Ukraine. SloMo 
is a uptempo sexy little number and I 
am sure if anything the jury will sink it. 

1 6-10

Netherlands S10 De diepte High up in the odds and I still don’t 
understand why, or even believe it is. 
It’s depressing and the song never 
ends. Plus for singing in Dutch, but no 
more plus at all. 

24 11-15

Ukraine Kalush Orchestra Stefania They will do well, the feeling is that this 
years second place is the real winner 
of Eurovision. For me this is a crap, 
and no war in the world would make 
me vote for them. Sorry.

25 1-5
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Germany Malik Harris Rockstars The big 5 country that might not do so 
well this year. Maybe not a ”Nil” but I 
can’t see them climb to the left part of 
the scoreboard. But the song is not 
bad.

19 21-25

Lithuania Monika Liu Sentimentai The second surprise from semi one, 
she delivered 100% and I am sure 
France tele votes will have her top five, 
and the jury top three. 

8 11-15

Azerbaijan Nadir Rustamli Fade to black The song ”Weather, Weatheeeer” 
looked better on stage than I expected 
but I can’t repeat it enough, all three of 
the boy ballads from semi two did not 
need to pass to the finals. It becomes a 
snooze feat. But we all need bathroom 
breaks.

18 21-25

Belgium Jérémie Makiese Miss you Not in the talks to win, but I am sure 
Belgium will surprise during the votes, 
especially from the juries. But it is a 
hard song to judge. I love it sometimes 
and others I shuffle it away. 

2 6-10

Greece Amanda Georgiadi Tenfjord Die together Better live than on CD (or streamed), 
but I can’t say I am sold like so many 
fans all over. It’s another ballad, not 
sound Greek at all (not necessary but 
it’s nice) and a bit depressing.

17 6-10

Iceland Systur Med haekkandi sol I never thought I would say this after 
the semi, but I kind of liked it all of a 
sudden. Not winning like it, but far from 
as bad as I thought from start. And 
singing in their native language is a 
thumbs up.

15 16-20
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Moldova Zdob si Zdub & Advahov Brothers Trenuletul I might not even place Moldova last as 
I aimed to do. It was fun to watch at 
least and brought a bit of party to the 
contest. Not my kind of party but a 
happy one and it counts.

20 11-15

Sweden Cornelia Jakobs Hold me closer So, if she got to communicate through 
the camera to stay top five. If not 
Sweden will end up 6-10 something. 
And here it is tele votes that can 
destroy the evening. Cause juries will 
have her high.

3 1-5

Australia Sheldon Riley Not the same Oh my God again. Why do every woke 
gender confused person in the world 
think that Eurovision is the big thing. 
And this is just bad with capital B, I 
can’t stand this song or performance.

23 16-20

United Kingdom Sam Ryder Space man To see that UK is among the songs for 
winning is bit strange, and it’s not bad 
(but can someone buy him a pair of 
scissors), and I still wait to hear what 
diagnose he has cause no one can be 
that happy 24/7. But well done UK

9 1-5

Poland Ochman River I seriously do not approve of this. 
”River, Riveeeeer” is the only thing you 
remember after three minutes. But to 
be fair, not as bad on stage as 
expected. One of the favorites to win in 
the odds.

16 1-5

Serbia Konstrakta In corpore sano More like performance art than a song 
and to be honest I do not hate it, but it 
fell kind of flat during the semifinals. 
Unfortunately she will drop in my 
ranking.

22 21-25
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Estonia Stefan Hope Why do Estonia lover ”Avicii” pop this 
much so they send these kind of songs 
over and over. I don’t hate it, and they 
will pass to the finals.. Very boring but 
very popular. Guess 8 or 10 points from 
Sweden, from me.. Not much.

21 6-10
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